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Abstract: Information about Buddhism was scarce and vague at best in the West until the beginning of the nineteenth century. The first Orientalists studying Indian sources had to rely on Hindu texts written in Sanskrit (e.g. Purāṇas) which portrayed the Buddha as an avatāra of the Hindu god Viṣṇu. The situation changed with the discovery of the Pāli texts from Śrī Laṅkā through scholars like George Turnour and the decipherment of the Aśokan inscriptions through James Prinsep by which the historical dimension of the religion became evident. The final confirmation of the historicity of the Buddha and the religion founded by him was taken, however, from the records of Chinese Buddhist travellers (Faxian, Xuanzang, Yijing) who had visited the major sacred places of Buddhism in India and collected other information about the history of the religion. This paper will discuss the first Western translations of these travelogues and their reception in the scholarly discourse of the period and will suggest that the historical turn to which it led had a strong impact on the study and reception of Buddhism—in a way the start of Buddhist Studies as a discipline.
In the year of 1786, in his third ‘Anniversary Discourse’ as the President of the Asiatick Society in Calcutta the ‘arch-Orientalist’ William Jones (1746–1794) stated: ‘nor can we doubt that WOD or ODEN, whose religion, as the northern historians admit, was introduced into Scandinavia by a foreign race, was the same with BUDDH, whose rites were probably imported into India nearly at the same time, though received much later by the Chinese, who soften his name into FO.’

Jones continues to speculate about ‘an important point in the chronology of the Hindus, ... the precise appearance of BUDDHA, real or imagined, in this Empire [i.e. India],’ and concludes: ‘we may fix the time of BUDDHA, or the ninth great incarnation of VISHNU, in the year one thousand and fourteen before the birth of CHRIST, or two thousand seven hundred and ninety-nine years ago.’

These quotations reflect three major points:

1. There was no notion of Buddhism as a historically developed religion in its own right that has spread from India across Asia.
2. The main sources for the study of Indian antiquity were the Hindu sources like the Purāṇas according to which the Buddha was an avatāra of the Hindu god Viṣṇu.

---

1 On Jones, see Cannon, The Life and Mind of Oriental Jones; and Franklin, Orientalist Jones.
4 Jones, 29.
3. There was an obsession with chronology and historicity, despite the fact that the Buddha was not recognized as a historical figure.

In the year 1788 Jones published another article on Indian chronology which highlights the fascination, even obsession, of generations of scholars to come with historicity not only in the studies of the Indian past. In this article Jones struggles again with the question how the obviously different dates of Buddha of the Purāṇas and other sources—like e.g. the Buddhist dictionary Amarakośa—could be reconciled by assuming that there were two different Buddhas, an older one, the *avatāra* of Viṣṇu, and a younger one who had tried ‘to overset the whole system of the *Brahmans*’, thus, in a way, de-historisizing both.

By statements like this Jones paved the way for the supremacy of Hindu Sanskrit sources far into the first half of the nineteenth century which went hand in hand with a disregard of Buddhist sources and Buddhism as an object worth of serious scholarly studies. As a prototype of evolving positivist and historicist attitude already Jones complained about the unhistorical nature of the Indian sources, while still insisting on their value for historical studies:

> That no Hindu nation, but the Cashmirians, have left us regular histories in their ancient language, we must ever lament; but from Sanscrit literature, which our country has the honour of having unveiled, we may still collect some rays of historical truth, though time and a series of revolutions have obscured that light, which we might reasonably expect from so diligent and ingenious a people. The numerous Purāṇas and Itihásas, or poems mythological and heroic, are

---

5 In the 7th address (1790, on the Chinese) Jones calls the Buddha ‘the BUDDHA of the Hindus’: Jones, *The Works of William Jones*, 104; see also 107: ‘the *Bauddhas*, indeed, were *Hindus*’.  
completely in our power; and from them we may recover disfigured, but valuable, pictures of ancient manners and governments; ..."  

In this context Buddhism was either regarded as an import from abroad or as a side-product of Hinduism. Horace Hayman Wilson (1786–1860), for example, in his typical pro-Brahminical and anti-Buddhist style, thought that Buddhism had been brought to India from Central Asia, had become refined there and be re-exported outside of India. The last view, that Buddhism was derived from Hinduism, was not restricted to the emphasis of the Buddha as an *avatāra* of Viṣṇu but also to Hindu influence on Buddhist teaching as far as it was known by the time. Henry Thomas Colebrooke (1765–1837), for example, completely relying on Hindu sources, opined that ‘[t]he Jāinas and the Bauddhas ... have been originally Hindus’, and that Buddhist doctrine was borrowed from the philosophical system of Śāṅkhyā.  

The situation started to change in the thirties of the nineteenth century through the study of and making available of three new strands of sources which I would consider to be the beginnings of Buddhist Studies as a historical-critical academic discipline. One was the ‘discovery’ of the literature written in Pāli, the ‘church language’ of the Ceylonese Buddhists, particularly George Turnour’s

---


9 Wilson, ‘Abstract of the Content of the Dul-vā’, 8: ‘... [the Tartars] brought with them the faith of Bud’ḍha, and communicated it to India, whence it returned to them improved by the scholarship of learned converts. It is very doubtful, if Bud’ḍhism ever prevailed extensively in central Hindustan, ...’


13 In 1791 (Jones, *The Works of William Jones*, 122) realized the affinity between Sanskrit and Pāli, as the canonical language of the Burmese (Ava), but still maintained that the ‘Bauddhas’ were originally Hindu.
(1799–1843) publication and translation of the Pāli-Buddhist historiography Mahāvaṃsa (‘Great Chronicle’). It was also Turnour who first pointed out the identity of the Greek Sandrakottos and Candragupta Maurya identified the king Piyadāsi Devānampiya of the rock inscriptions as the third Mauryan king Aśoka.

The other ‘discovery’ was the decipherment of the autochthonous Indian scripts Brāhmī and Kharoṣṭhī through James Prinsep (1799–1840) and others which enabled scholars to read the numismatic and epigraphic sources, particularly the earliest specimens of Indian writing, the inscriptions of the Mauryan emperor Aśoka, which quickly established a sound basis for early Indian chronology and history.

The third pool of texts used for establishing the historicity of the Buddha and Buddhism as an original Indian religion were coming from outside of India. These were the records of early medieval Chinese Buddhist monks like Faxian (ca. 340–420), Song Yun (beginning of the sixth century), Xuanzang (600 or 603–664), Yijing (635–713) and others who had travelled to India in search of the Buddhist dharma. It is within this triangle of sources that Buddhist studies quickly developed into a true academic discipline in the nineteenth century’s positivist tenets with its strong focus on historicity. The first two discoveries established a reliable chronology and the Chinese sources supported this by providing similar information and referring to places which marked the sites where the events presumably occurred.

---


16 See for example Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, ‘Caractère et vie de Çākyamouni’, 86, who points out the importance of Xuanzang’s Record to confirm the dates and circumstance of the Buddha’s *parinirvāṇa* and the early history of the saṅgha (the first saṅgīti or council).
This paper will concentrate on those texts which we are now used to call the Chinese Pilgrim Records.\(^{17}\) Nowadays we take more or less for granted, to some extent even quite uncritically, that these texts contain a lot of historical and geographical information about Buddhism in Central Asia and in India.\(^{18}\) However, this ‘position’ of the records was not established at the time when they were discovered and worked on, and their historical value was, for a short period between the late 30s and late 50s of the nineteenth century, quite disputed. In this paper I will attempt to follow the reception of their first translations which leads, together with the other discoveries and factors I have pointed out earlier, to what I would call the gradual ‘historization’ of the study of Buddhism in the second half of the nineteenth century.

In the year 1833 the German Sinologist Karl Friedrich Neumann (1793–1817)\(^{19}\) published an article, ‘Pilgerfahrten buddhistischer Priester von China nach Indien’ (‘Pilgrimages of Buddhist Priests from China to India’), in which he discussed the respective Chinese sources and translated parts of the early sixth century record of Song Yun, a text incorporated in the *Luoyang qielan ji* 洛陽伽藍記 (*T* no. 2092) [‘Record of Monasteries in Luoyang’]. At that time Jean-Pierre Abel Rémusat (1788–1832),\(^{20}\) the first professor of Sinology in Paris, had already worked for some time and before his death on his translation of Faxian’s record, the *Foguo ji* 佛國記 (*T* no. 2085) [‘Record of Buddhist Kingdoms’], which was then published posthumously in the year 1836 as the first full translation of one of the travelogues.

A table of the *translationes principis* of these Chinese Buddhist records (until the end of WW II) demonstrates that most of the work

---

\(^{17}\) For a discussion of the texts as genres see Deeg, ‘When Peregrinus is not Pilgrim’.

\(^{18}\) Thus, de Jong, *A Brief History of Buddhist Studies*, 26, in his overview of Buddhist Studies, after a very long and detailed discussion of other early scholars’ work, is very brief in his discussion of the Chinese records: ‘Of great importance for the study of Indian Buddhism is the work done by Sinologists. Abel Rémusat, ..., translated Fa-hsien’s Fo-kuo-chi. ... His successor, Stanislas Julien, translated the life of Hsüan-tang and his *Hsi-yü-chi* (...)’.

\(^{19}\) On Neumann, see Walravens, *Zur Geschichte der Ostasienwissenschaften*, 173.

in the first part of the nineteenth century was done by French scholars (Table 1):

**TABLE 1** List of translated Chinese Buddhist records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Scholar(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1836</td>
<td>Abel Rémusat</td>
<td><em>Foë Kouë Ki</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853</td>
<td>Stanislas Julien</td>
<td><em>Histoire de la vie de Hiouen-Tsang</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857–1858</td>
<td>Stanislas Julien</td>
<td><em>Mémoires sur les contrées occidentales</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1869</td>
<td>Samuel Beal</td>
<td><em>Travels of Fab-Hian and Sung-Yun</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>Samuel Beal</td>
<td><em>Si-Yu-Ki</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886</td>
<td>James Legge</td>
<td><em>A Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>Samuel Beal</td>
<td><em>The Life of Hiuen-Tsiang</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Édouard Chavannes</td>
<td><em>Mémoire composé à l’époque de la Grande Dynastie T’ang sur les religieux éminents</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Sylvain Lévi &amp; Édouard Chavannes</td>
<td>‘L’itinéraire d’Ou-K’ong (751–790)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Takakusu Junjirô</td>
<td><em>A Record of the Buddhist Religion</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Édouard Chavannes</td>
<td>‘Voyage De Song Yun’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904–1905</td>
<td>Thomas Watters</td>
<td><em>On Yuan Chwang’s Travels</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Herbert A. Giles</td>
<td><em>The Travels of Fa-hsien</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Walter Fuchs</td>
<td><em>Huei-č'ao’s Pilgerreise</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The predominance of the French, not only in translating the Chinese travelogues, but also in Buddhist Studies in general at that time with scholars like Eugène Burnouf (1801–1852) as leading figures, is obvious.\(^{21}\) It certainly had to do with a set of circumstances, one

of them being the British natural focus on the past of their Indian subjects and the existing texts from antiquity which were Hindu Sanskrit texts, and a certain neglect of Chinese studies in Great Britain in that period which was only mended in the second half of the nineteenth century. The first French translations of Faxian’s and Xuanzang’s reports by Rémusat and Julien were met with some reservation by British scholars, a view that was overcome quickly by the obvious value of the texts and the historical information which they contained and delivered.

While Neumann’s first attempt to introduce these Chinese sources to the scholarly readership was not successful, one of the first references—if not the first at all—to the Chinese Buddhist travellers and their reports in the English-speaking world in form of a review of Rémusat’s translation of the oldest of the Chinese records, Faxian’s travelogue, was made by the Indologist Horace Hayman Wilson, the first holder of the Boden Chair of Sanskrit at Oxford University (since 1832) and director of the Royal Asiatic Society (since 1837), in first issue of the fifth volume of the *Journal of Royal Asiatic Society* from the year 1839. It, as to be expected from a stern representative of Hindu matters with a not-always-concealed disrespect for Buddhism and the value of its sources for historical studies, acknowledged the value of the work in a rather reluctant way:

> The accounts which [Faxian] gives are such as might be expected from his religious character, and, to say the truth, are somewhat meager, relating almost exclusively to the condition in which the religion of Buddha existed at the different places which he visited.²³

Wilson also mentions Xuanzang’s record, the *Datang xiyu ji* 大唐西域記 (T no. 2087) [‘Record of the Western Regions of the Great

---

²² See for example Wilson, ‘Abstract of the Content of the Dul-vá’, 6: ‘Anything like real chronology is, if possible, more unknown in Baud’dba than Brahmanical writings; and it is in vain therefore to expect any satisfactory specification of the date at which the *Buddha SA’KYA* flourished.’

Tang’], of which he knew through an overview given by the French orientalist Ernest Augustin Xavier Clerc de Landresse (1800–1862), and states that ‘it would be an object worthy of this Society to procure the original from China, if possible, and contribute to its translation’, a wish that was only fulfilled almost half a century later by Samuel Beal’s translation.

In the second issue of the sixth volume of the Society’s Journal (1841) William Henry Sykes (1790–1872), at that time a retired colonel—according to the quoted article a Lieutenant-Colonel—of the East India Company’s troops and a director of the East India Company, published a very long and in some passages quite deviating and meandering discussion of Rémusat’s translation of Faxian’s travelogue in which he highlights, at the beginning, the historical value of this text much more dramatically than Wilson did two years before:

Our Sanskrit scholars have sought, in the depths of Brahmanical literature, for the means of illustrating the political, the religious, the moral, and the social condition of that ancient people, over whose minds it has hitherto been believed that Brahmans exercised from the earliest times unbounded sway. The inquirers sought for facts and they found fables; they looked for historic lights, and they found poetic coruscations, which served only to render the darkness in which truth was enveloped even more impenetrable. … In this state of hopelessness, with respect to the means of elucidating the ancient history of India, there break upon us lights from the most unexpected sources—from the literature of that remarkable people, the Chinese—which will go far to dissipate the mists which have hitherto obscured our view, and will give our judgements a wider scope of action, and our deductions a more stable basis than we hitherto possessed.

Sykes here clearly recognises the value of the Chinese record and highlights as the most important task of these sources to unveil the

---

ancient history of India rather than relying on unhistorical Indian sources. This positive assessment was not necessarily shared by all scholars working on Buddhism and its history. Eugène Burnouf, in his voluminous ‘Histoire du Bouddhisme indien’, first published in the year 1844, emphasizes the importance of the Buddhist Sanskrit sources recently sent to him by Brian Hodgson from Nepal for the study of Buddhism, the main aim of which was for the great French orientalist himself to explain the origins of the religion and its development in India. 26 As a consequence Burnouf hardly makes use of Faxian’s record available to him in Rémusat’s translation; 27 for him the work of the Hungarian Csoma de Cörös (Köroşi Csoma Sándor, 1784–1842) on the Tibetan Buddhist texts, quite similar to what he himself was doing on the basis of the Sanskrit texts, was more valuable. 28

The slowly growing recognition in the English-speaking and -writing scholarly community of the value of the Chinese records resulted in an English translation of Rémusat’s book by J. W. Laidlay, published in 1848, which the translator extended by some long notes on Indian matters in which he draws, as almost to be expected, on the ‘expertise’ of H. H. Wilson.

26 Burnouf, Introduction à l’histoire du Buddhisme indien, xxxvi: ‘Une histoire du Buddhisme, pour être complete, devrait donc, après avoir expliqué l’origine de cette religion, et exposé les vicissitudes de son existence dans l’Inde, la suivre hors de sa terre natale, et l’étudier chez les peoples qui l’ont successivement reçu.’ (‘For a history of Buddhism, therefore, to be complete, it should therefore, after having explained the origin of this religion and set forth the vicissitudes of its existence in India, follow it beyond its native soil and study it among the peoples who successfully received it.’ English translation, 51.)

27 Burnouf only makes use of the Foguo ji in his discussion of the bodhisattva Mañjuśrī: Burnouf, Introduction à l’histoire du Buddhisme indien, 34, and Introduction to the History of Indian Buddhism, 148. One wonders if Burnouf would have used Julien’s translation of the Xiyu ji in the same negligent way if he had had the chance to consult it.

28 Burnouf, Introduction à l’histoire du Buddhisme indien, 5; Burnouf, Introduction to the History of Indian Buddhism, 59.
Strangely enough, in this first period of reception of the travelogues the high estimation as a historical source for Xuanzang’s much longer and detailed report which prevailed from the middle of the nineteenth century until today was not in place, certainly also because Sykes, like Wilson before him, only knew the paraphrase of the Xiyu ji by Landresse. Of Xuanzang’s record Sykes gives the following judgement:

[Xuanzang’s] narrative has the drawback of being inflated and prolix. He is puerilely superstitious, and teems with absurd legends, and is altogether destitute of that simplicity and good faith which characterize Fa hian.  

In a lecture giving an overview of the research on the state of research of ancient Indian history and literature published in the *Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society* in 1852 Wilson, without having much more information about the content and historical context of Xuanzang’s record than he had earlier, launched severe criticism:

Those who are interested in the history of India, however, look with anxious anticipation to the translation of M. Jullien [sic] of the travels of Hwan Tsang in India in the sixth and seventh centuries: it is said to be completed, but awaits some supplementary dissertations, as on the Buddhist chronology and the concordance of Sanskrit and Chinese names. In the meantime, a fragmentary memoir of Hwan Tsang, translated by M. Jullien [sic], has been communicated by him to the French Academy, and is separately printed. It is of very legendary—that is, of a very mendacious—character, and is not

29 The attempt of the British military officer William Anderson to show that Xuanzang’s Record was influenced by Russian and Jesuit conspirators and therefore a fake is mentioned by Julien, *Histoire de la vie de Hioun-Thsang*, lxviii.


31 It should be noted that four years later in the same journal in which another article by Wilson on the history of Buddhism appeared (Wilson, ‘On Buddha and Buddhism’) Julien (Julien, *Extrait du Livre IV*) published an extract of his translation of fascicle 4 of the *Xiyu ji* which clearly had the objective of silencing
calculated to inspire any prepossession in favour of the authenticity of Hwan Tsang’s travels.\footnote{Wilson, ‘Lecture on the Present State’, 213.}

The bias of Wilson’s remarks and his doubts about the authority of Xuanzang and the authenticity of his Record were rebuked by Julien himself a couple of months later in the introduction to his translation of the Xuanzang biography:

An Indologist who quite rightfully enjoys universal esteem has shown on the same subject [Xuanzang’s record]—we regret to tell him this—a heavy-handedness and a haste which correspond badly to the normal moderation of his spirit and maturity of his judgement. We take the liberty to remind this illustrious Orientalist that the record of Hiouen-thsang was composed on imperial order in 648, and that it was already analysed in detail in the great encyclopaedia Fa-youen-chou-lin some years after the death of the author (in 669)—so much for the age of the work. The courageous travels of the Buddhist monk are common knowledge in China and present themselves with the double authority of the contemporaneous biographies and the official historiographies of the Thang dynasty under which he lived. We would like to think that Mr. Wilson will make it his task to examine in a more conscious way the present work [i.e. the translation of the Biography] and that, after having read it with all the care he is able to, he will do more justice to Hiouen-thsang in order to rectify his first, rather unrestrained opinion about the truthfulness of this famous pilgrim and the authenticity of his journey which he has expressed a couple of months ago.\footnote{Abbreviated from Julien, Histoire de la vie de Hioun-Thsang, lxx.: ‘Un indi-aniste, qui jouit en bon droit d’une estime universelle, a montré sur le même sujet [l’accueil de Xuanzang; MD], nous regrettons pour lui de le dire, une sévérité et precipitation qui répondent mal à la modération habituelle de son esprit et à la}

the criticism against the historical value of the text: it contains information about the political history, for example, about the kings Mihirakula (Mahirakoula) and Bālāditya (Gupta).
But old habits die hard. The harsh criticism which both he himself and Sykes had brought forward earlier is still echoed by Wilson in his 1860 summary of Stanislas Julien’s translation of the *Datang Xiyu ji* when he deplores at the end of his article:

> It is much to be regretted that our enterprising pilgrim should have devoted his inquiries so almost exclusively to the objects of his superstitious veneration, and have entered so little into details we should have infinitely preferred, respecting the social and political condition of India.\(^3^4\)

This remark clearly reflects, besides being religiously and culturally biased, the typical historicist approach according to which only the historical facts counted that Wilson asked for—but could not provide, I am tempted to add, himself from his Hindu sources.

However, judgements like Wilson’s and Sykes’ did not prevail long, and Orientalists became aware of the importance of Xuanzang’s
Record and his Biography. Stanislas Julien, in his introductions to his translations of Biography and of the Record, states that he was prompted already in the year 1839 to translate the Record by Alexander von Humboldt (1769–1859) who therefore already must have had acquired some knowledge of the existence of and information about the text, probably through references in Rémusat’s translation and notes.\footnote{Julien, Histoire de la vie de Hioun-Thsang, xiv; Julien, Mémoires sur les contrées occidentales, vi.}

Already Karl-Friedrich Neumann, in his review of Rémusat’s translation of Faxian’s record from the year 1840, had expressed a view quite different than Wilson of both Faxian’s and Xuanzang’s records:

> If India is the sun, then China is the moon which abundantly reflects the light to where it originated. If it is possible at all—and we allow ourselves to doubt it in the light of the latest research—to bring order, meaning and reason to the confusion of Indian myths and dynastic lineages this only can be done, in our firm opinion, through the dry and prosaic chronicles, through the records and travelogues of the Chinese, so rich in facts. ... Only China provides us with the sources to this highly rich and peculiar painting of the development of a great part of the Asian family of mankind.\footnote{Neumann, Review of Foe Koue Ki, 105: ‘Ist Indien die Sonne, so ist China der Mond, der in reichlicher Fülle das Licht dahin zurückstrahlt, wovon es ausgegangen. Ist es überhaupt möglich, woran wir nach den neuesten Forschungen uns noch zu zweifeln erlauben, Ordnung, Sinn und Verstand in das Gewirre indischer Mythen und Dynastienreihen zu bringen; so kann dies nur, dies ist unsere feste Überzeugung, durch die trockenen, nüchternen Chroniken, durch die an Thatsachen reichen Berichte und Reisebeschreibungen der Chinesen geschehen. ... China liefert uns einzig und allein die Quellen zu diesem höchst reichen merkwürdigen Gemälde der Entwicklungsgeschichte eines grossen Theils der asiatischen Menschenfamilie.’}

In the same article Neumann points out to the great value of the
translation of Faxian’s record and deplores the fact that no complete text of Xuanzang’s *Xiyu ji* is available in Europe.\(^{37}\)

The high opinion which not only Sinologists like Neumann, Rémusat and Julien but also students of Indian Buddhism had of the Chinese records in general and of Xuanzang’s record in particular after the middle of the eighteenth century was definitely influenced by the already mentioned translation of Xuanzang’s *Datang xiyu ji* by Stanislas Julien, Rémusat’s successor on the Sinology chair in Paris.\(^{38}\) Julien had first translated the biography of Xuanzang

\(^{37}\) Neumann, Review of *Foe Koue Ki*, 151: ‘Die Übersetzung und Erläuterung des *Fo kuo ki*, so viel man auch schon zu unseren, so viel man in künftigen Zeiten daran zu verbessern finden wird, machen Epoche in der Erforschung über die Geschichte der Verbreitung der Lehre Schakiamunis, in der Kenntniss des esoterischen und exoterischen oder des metaphysischen und praktischen Buddhismus, in der Kunde des alten Indiens, während der Zeiten des fünften, sechsten und siebten Jahrhunderts. Niemand, der sich der Erforschung der Geschichte der Kultur Mittel- und Ostasiens widmet, wird dieses Werk entbehren können. Eine höchste schätzenswerthe Zugabe zur Pilgerfahrt des Fa hien ist die Reiseroute des Hiuen tsang, der in der ersten Hälfte des siebten Jahrhunderts unserer Zeitrechnung von China aus nach Indien reiste, und in einem eigenen wie es scheint ziemlich ausführlichen Werke alle Länder Indiens und Mittelasiens, die er besuchte, geschildert hat. Die Beschreibung der westlichen Gegenden (*Si ju ki*) findet sich leider nicht vollständig in Europa.’ (‘As much as one may find improvable in our time as well as in the future, the translation and explanation of the *Fo kuo ki* are epoch-making in the research of the history of the spread of the teaching of Schakyamuni, of the knowledge of esoteric and exoteric or of metaphysical and practical Buddhism, of the knowledge of ancient India during the periods of the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries of our era. Nobody dedicated to the research on the cultural history of Middle and East Asia can do without this work. A highly valuable addendum to the pilgrim’s record of Fa hien is the travel route of Hiuen tsang who travelled from China to India in the first half of the seventh century or our era and describes in his own, obviously quite detailed work all the countries of India and Middle Asia that he visited. Unfortunately the complete Description of the Western Regions (*Si ju ki*) is not found in Europe.’)

\(^{38}\) The information given by Julien was not restricted to Faxian’s and Xuanzang’s records but was also drawn from Chinese Buddhist historiographical works like
as the first in a planned series of translations called ‘Travels of the Buddhist Pilgrims’ (‘Voyages des Pèlerins bouddhistes’).\(^{39}\) In the preface to this translation he had already emphasized the importance and authenticity of Xuanzang’s travels and the content of the Record.\(^{40}\) His translations quickly replaced Rémusat’s translation of the *Foguo ji* in terms of importance as historical sources.\(^{41}\)

Although at that time and nowadays the *Xiyu ji* is taken as an eyewitness record of Central Asia and India, Julien insisted that most of the text consisted of translations from Indian texts, which would give

\[\text{the *Shijia shipu* 諏迦氏譜 [Genealogy of the Śākya Clan] (T no. 2041): Lassen, \textit{Indische Alterthumskunde. Zweiter Band}, note 1.} \]

\(^{39}\) Originally Julien also wanted to re-translate Faxian’s *Foguo ji* (Julien, *Mémoires sur les contrées occidentales*, v), a plan that was never brought into realization. Included in the series would also have been Huiseng’s and Song Yun’s record, Yijing’s *Datang qiufa gaoseng zhuan* 大唐西域求法高僧傳 (T no. 2066) [‘Biographies of Eminent Monks Searching for the Dharma in the Western Regions of the Great Tang’], and Jiye’s travelogue: Julien, *Histoire de la vie de Hioun-Thsang*, iv.

\(^{40}\) Julien, *Histoire de la vie de Hioun-Thsang*, lxvii: ‘Si, ..., j’ai réussi à donner une idée complète de la longue peregrination de Hiouen-thsang dans les contrées de l’Ouest et dans l’Inde, non seulement on peut déjà presenter la très-haute importance de sa Relation pour l’histoire du bouddhisme et pour la connaissance géographique des pays visités, mais on peut juger aussi de la parfaite authenticité et de l’exactitude remarquable de ces documents où les détails de ce voyage nous ont été transmis.’ (‘If, ... I have succeeded in giving a complete idea of the long pilgrimage of Hiouen-thsang to the Western Regions and to India, then one cannot only anticipate the extreme importance of his Record for the history of Buddhism and for the geographical knowledge about the visited countries, but one may also value the perfect authenticity and the remarkable exactness of these texts where the details of this journey has been transmitted to us.’) See also Julien’s defense of Xuanzang against the criticism of reporting superstitious and legendary information rather than historical facts: Julien, *Histoire de la vie de Hiouen-Thsang*, lxii.

\(^{41}\) See Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, ‘Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Hiouen-thsang’, 412.
it even more authenticity and authority in respect to Indian history and topics:\footnote{42}

[...] until now a lot of scholars have considered \[the Si-yu-ki\] the original and personal record of Hiouen-thsang, but [it] has been redacted by a specific writer of the name Pien-ki relying on numerous documents translated from Sanskrit by the illustrious traveller and taken mostly from statistical and historical works as could have been produced in India and which do not exist anymore today. This has caused the editors to say that the work had been translated from Indian languages, although one cannot consider it a literal and continuous translation of a Sanskrit text because of the details of the travel route which one finds on every page.\footnote{43}

This change of esteem can be demonstrated through and in the monumental ‘Indische Altertumskunde’ of Christian Lassen (1800–1876), a student and successor of August Wilhelm Schlegel (1767–1845) to the Sanskrit chair at the University of Bonn. In the first edition (of the first two volumes) Lassen had to rely on Rémusat’s translation of the Fuguo ji, of which he was quite

\footnote{42} This point is clearly made by Jules Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire (1805–1895) in his review of Julien’s translation of the Biography which includes a preview of the translation of Xuanzang’s Record published one year later: Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, ‘Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Hiouen-thsang’, 157.

\footnote{43} Julien, Mémoires sur les contrées occidentales, vi: ‘... beaucoup de savants avaient considéré [le Si-yu-ki] jusqu’ici comme la relation originale et personelle de Hiouen-thsang, mais [il], ..., a été rédigé par un écrivain distingué du nom de Pien-ki, à l’aide de nombreux documents traduits du sanscrit par l’illustre voyageur, et tirés, pour la plupart, d’ouvrages statistiques et historiques, tels qu’on pouvait les faire dans l’Inde, et qui n’existent plus aujourd’hui. C’est là ce qui a fait dire, à bon droit, par les éditeurs, que l’ouvrage était traduit des langues de l’Inde, quoique l’on ne puisse, en raison des détails de l’itinéraire que l’on rencontre à chaque page, le considéré comme la traduction littérale et continue d’un texte sanscrit.’ In the light between the obvious collaboration of both scholars it would be interesting to know if this view had been influenced by Lassen’s similar opinion (see below).
critical. But he also received direct advice from Julien, who obviously had been working on a complete text of Xuanzang’s *Datang Xiyu ji* from the late 1830s. In the first edition of his monumental compendium, without having direct access to a full translation of the *Datang Xiyu ji*, Lassen was of the opinion that the Chinese travellers retrieved their detailed knowledge about Indian institutions and history from Indian historical sources which were then lost. Against the opinion of many of his colleagues he argued for a historiographic tradition of the ancient Indians the works of which became lost afterwards.

In the second edition of the second volume of his *Indische Alterthumskunde*, after the publication of Julien’s translation of the *Datang Xiyu ji*, Lassen had changed to a much more positive view:

---


45 See Julien, ‘Examen critique’, 406. The final version of the translation was, however, done between September 15 and October 30, 1854 (first six fascicles) and September 1 and October 30, 1855 (last six fascicles): Julien, *Mémoires sur les contrées occidentales*, xiv, note 1.

46 Lassen, *Indische Alterthumskunde. Zweiter Band*, 41: ‘Daß früher ausführliche Berichte über die Geschichte der König des innern Indiens da waren [inserted is a note about the Xiyu ji, M.D.], erhellt daraus, daß solche von den Buddhisten über diejenigen aufbewahrt worden sind, welche entweder in der Geschichte der Religion eine hervorragende Rolle einnahmen oder sonst eine bedeutende Rolle gespielt hatten. Da nicht angenommen werden kann, daß die Buddhisten allein von diesen Erzählungen Kenntnis besaßen, sondern daß sich auch den Brahmanen zugänglich waren, folgt, daß es ihnen nicht an den Mitteln gefehlt habe, die frühere Geschichte ihres Landes zu kennen, wenn ihr Geist sich der Thätigkeit eine solche zu schreiben zugewendet hätte.’ (‘That there were earlier, more detailed records on the history of the kings of Inner India [...] becomes evident through the fact that these were preserved by the Buddhists about those who either had an eminent role in the history of the religion or played another important role. Since it cannot be assumed that only the Buddhist had knowledge of these stories but that they also were accessible to the brahmins we can conclude that they [i.e. the brahmins] were not lacking the means to know the early history of their country if their spirit had turned to the activity of writing it.’)
Unequally more qualified [than the Greek sources] to write authentic reports about India were the Chinese Buddhists who visited the home country of the founder of their religion and the sites sanctified by his deeds, who collected the sacred scriptures of their creed and wrote down their observations after their return to their home country.\(^{47}\)

In volume 3 of his monumental work (\textit{Indische Alterthumskunde. Dritter Band}) Lassen then highlights the value of Xuanzang’s report for the study of Buddhism in Asia and the geographical information contained in the text, which is, according to Lassen, a ‘pleasant contrast’ to the ‘quality (Beschaffenheit) of the [Indian] sources [which are] restricted to give dry facts like the succession of rulers, sacrifices, donations of land and general statements about victories and eulogies on the rulers and their ancestors.’\(^{48}\)

In the ‘Appendices’ (\textit{Anhaenge}) to the \textit{Alterthumskunde}, containing Chinese and Arabic sources on India, Lassen exclusively discusses information from the general description of India in the \textit{Datang Xiyu ji} (first half of the second fascicle)—Faxian’s \textit{Foguo ji} obviously had been ‘eliminated’ for the reason of being an inferior source to Xuanzang. The ‘function’ of the \textit{Datang Xiyu ji} becomes reduced to confirming what is described in and known from Indian sources and the text,\(^{49}\) as it were, ‘enslaved’ by the search of histor-


\(^{49}\) This particularly concerns the parts about ‘political history’ (‘politische Geschichte’) which Lassen calls ‘very appreciated additions to the autochthonous historical sources’ (‘sehr erwünschte Ergänzungen der einheimischen historischen Quellen’): Lassen, \textit{Indische Alterthumskunde. Anhang zum III. und IV}, 1. See also Lassen, 2: ‘Hiuen Tshang schickt seiner Beschreibung Indiens einen kurzen allgemeinen Bericht von Indischen Dingen voraus, der einerseits zwar beweist, wie genau der wissbegierige Pilger Indien in jeder Beziehung erforscht hat, andererseits aber größtenteils nur Bekanntes darbietet.’ (‘Hiuen Tshang begins his description of India with a brief and general record of things Indian which demonstrates, on the one hand, how exactly India was explored in
ical authenticity. What interested Lassen most were the pieces of information which are different from and sometimes contradictory to the ones gained from the Indian sources (measurement of space and time, government, caste system, ordeals, funerary customs, etiquette), but instead of trying to explain these differences he treats them either as additional information or as misinterpretations or errors of the Chinese monk.

The alleged ‘defect’ of the Chinese travelogues—to be full of legends and imagination that could not be trusted historically—claimed and brought forward by Wilson and others had been mended. Instead a kind of ‘Indianization’ and historisization of the texts—clearly reflected already in Lassen’s use of Xuanzang’s record—was being established according to which the Chinese records were more reliable for establishing and researching the history of Buddhism or of early India in general, although they were reporting events that were centuries distant from their authors. In the second half of the nineteenth century this had become the credo of almost all researchers studying Indian Buddhism and its history. By the year 1884 Samuel Beal in the ‘Introduction’ to his still widely read and used English first translation of the Datang Xiyu ji, expresses this approach quite clearly:

The progress which has been made in our knowledge of Northern Buddhism during the last few years is due very considerably to the discovery of the Buddhist literature of China. This literature (...) contains, amongst other valuable works, the records of the travels

any possible way by the inquisitive pilgrim, but on the other hand mostly presents us with exclusively well-known facts.’)

50 Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, ‘Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Hiouen-thsang’, 85, already relativised the value of the information contained in the Record: ‘En interrogeant Hiouen-thsang sur l’histoire, il faut bien distinguer les faits qu’il peut attester pour les avoir observés lui-même, et ceux qu’il rapporte d’après les traditions plus ou moins authentiques.’ (‘If we ask Hiouen-thsang about history we must well distinguish between the facts which he is able to attest since he has observed them himself, and those which he reports according to more or less authentic traditions.’)
of various Chinese Buddhist pilgrims who visited India during the early centuries of our era. These records embody the testimony of independent eye-witnesses as to the facts related in them, and having been faithfully preserved and allotted a place in the collection of the sacred books of the country, their evidence is entirely trustworthy.

It would be impossible to mention seriatim the various points of interest in these works, as they refer to the geography, history, manners, and religion of the people of India. ... But there is one particular that gives a more than usual interest to the records under notice, and that is the evident sincerity and enthusiasm of the travelers themselves.51

If the Chinese records together with the Theravāda historiographic texts and the inscriptional material from India clearly helped to establish the historicity of the Buddha and Buddhism in terms of time and to bring some order to the chaos of Indian ancient chronology, the consolidation of Buddhist Studies as a historical discipline was achieved by showing that Buddhism existed as a reality in space as well.52 Already in 1856 Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire had seen the importance of the Chinese records in this respect, and had

51 Beal, Si-Yu-Ki, ix. Includes translations of Faxian’s and Songyun’s report.
52 The direct link made between ‘cultural geography’ and history is, for example, traceable in Carl Ritter’s (1779–1859) monumental work ‘Die Erdkunde im Verhältnis zur Natur und Geschichte des Menschen oder allgemeine vergleichende Geographie als sichere Grundlage des Studiums und Unterrichts in physicalischen und historischen Wissenschaften’ (‘Erdkunde’ in relation to the nature and history of humankind, or general comparative geography as a safe basis for the study and teaching of physical and historical sciences’, published 1822); on Ritter and the role of the scientification of geography see Osterhammel, Die Verwandlung der Welt, 132 (English translation, 79). In one of his treatises on stūpas (‘topes’) Ritter, Die Stupa’s (Topes), 129, refers continuously to Rémusat’s recently published translation of Faxian’s Foguo ji. But also Lassen starts his Indische Altertumskunde, Erster Band with an encyclopaedic overview of South-Asian and adjacent geography. Directly in connection with the Chinese travelogues this link between history and geography is reflected in Barthélemy
foreseen what would start to happen a few years later:  

[...] all that story [of the life of the Buddha], so striking and so simple, was revived for the traveller in the monuments to which he paid his devotional reverence. We already know them [the monuments] all from the Lalitavistara, the Lotus of the Good Law, from the Buddhist sūtras, from the Tibetan and Singhalese documents, etc. But through the report of Hiouen-thsang it [the story] attains a new level of authenticity which is henceforth equating certainty. The pilgrim is, without any doubts, through his own lifetime far from the events which he reports on the basis of his faith in the tradition; but the ruins which he studies one after the other and which Fa-hian had pointed out two centuries

Saint-Hilaire’s extensive discussion of Julien’s translation of Xuanzang’s life and, anticipating the publication of Julien’s translation of it, the Record (Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, ‘Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Hiouen-thsang’).

53 Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire had already indicated the possibility to find the places—in the specific case the place of the bodhi—connected to the life of the Buddha with the help of the information from the Xiyu-ji and other sources two years earlier: Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, ‘Caractère et vie de Çâkyamouni’, 413: ‘Je n’hésite pas à penser qu’à l’aide des indications si précises que nous donnent le Lalitavistara, Fa-hian et Hiouen-thsang, il ne fût possible de retrouver Bodhimanda; et je ne serais pas étonné que quelque jour un de ces officiers de l’armée anglaise, si intelligents et si courageux, ne nous apprît qu’il a fait cette découverte; elle vaudrait certainement toutes les peines qu’elle aurait coûtées et que probablement on ne se donnerait pas en vain. La configuration des lieux n’a pas changé; et si les arbres ont péris, les ruines de tant de monuments doivent avoir laissé sur le sol des traces reconnaissables.’ (‘I do not hesitate to think that, with the help of such precise directions as the Lalitavistara, Fa-hian and Hiouen-thsang give us, it should be possible to find Bodhimanda again; and I would not be surprised if, at one day, one of these officers of the English army, so intelligent and brave, were to inform us that he has made this discovery; it certainly would be worth all the trouble it would have cost which would not have been in vain. The layout of the places has not changed; and if the trees have disappeared the ruines of such monuments must have left recognizable traces on the ground.’)
before him are not very far from them [the events]. Most of these gigantic stūpas, built by Asoka, even if they are not contemporary of the preaching of the reformer, are rather close to it. ... Let us add that these ruins which were visited in the 5th and 6th centuries by the two missionaries we have accounts of are still scattered across the ground nowadays, and that all the investigations of which they are today the object of curiosity, confirm entirely the minute details which Hiouen-thsang has reported. He will definitely contribute his fair share to their discovery; and I have no doubts ... that an intelligent traveller could still recover in India, with Hiouen-thsang’s Record in his hand, all the places and the ruined monuments which he has described.  

The idea was that history and chronology can be supported by an almost unchanging spatial dimension of Buddhism, as expressed, again, by Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire:

54 Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, ‘Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Hiouen-thsang’, 88: ‘... toute cette histoire [de la vie du Bouddha] si frappante et si simple vit encore pour le voyageur dans les monuments auquels il porte ses dévots hommages. Nous les connaissons déjà toute entière par le Lalita vistara, par le Lotus de la Bonne Loi, par les Soûtras bouddhiques, par les documents tibétains et singhalais, etc. Mais elle acquiert, par le récit de Hiouen-thsang, un nouveau degré d’authenticité, qui équivaut désormais à une certitude. Sans doute, le pèlerin est éloigné, par le temps où il vit, des événements qu’il rapporte sur la foi de la tradition; mais ces ruines, qu’il étudie une à une, et que Fa-hien avait signalées deux siècles avant lui, n’en sont pas très-loin. La plupart de ces stoupas gigantesques, construits par Açoka, s’ils ne sont pas contemporains de la predication du réformateur, en sont assez rapprochés. ... Ajoutez que ces ruines, visitées dans le v° et vi° siècle par les deux missionnaires dont nous possédons les relations, jonchent encore le sol à l’heure qu’il est, et que toutes les investigations dont elles sont aujourd’hui le curieux objet confirment pleinement les détails minutieux que Hiouen-thsang a consignés. Il contribuera certainement beaucoup pour sa part à les faire reconnaître; et je ne doute pas, ..., qu’un voyageur intelligent ne puisse actuellement, la relation de Hiouen-thsang à la main, retrouver dans l’Inde tous les lieux et tous les monuments ruinés qu’il a décrit.’
Between the reign of Aśoka, no matter if one places it either 100 or 300 hundred years after the nirvāṇa of the Buddha, and the journey of Hiouen-thsang lies almost a thousand of years. Undoubtedly very serious events have happened in that long period; but it seems as if none of them was of the kind to have an impact on Buddhism.55

This is the one of the underlying motives of the first real archaeological or sometimes rather proto-archaeological activities of colonial officers and administrators which, again, cannot be unlinked from the Chinese travelogues. These men found and brought to light remains from the Indian past which could be identified clearly as the ones described in the Chinese travelogues—and suddenly Xuanzang’s report gained, because of its sheer length but also due to its higher degree of details, an even more predominant position amongst the sources recognised as historical.

The reincarnated main driving force behind this kind of use of the pilgrims’ records was Alexander Cunningham’s (1814–1893)56 by whose archaeological ‘raids’ in Northern India, first with Stanislas Julien’s French and later with Samuel Beal’s English translation in his hands, the ‘infallibility’ of Xuanzang’s ‘Record of the Western Regions’ as an historical source on India and Indian Buddhism was established.57 In his memorandum to the Governor General of India, Lord Charles Caning (1812–1862), from November 1861, which finally led to his appointment as the Archaeological Surveyor to the Government of India, Cunningham wrote with a clear appeal to the ‘Classicist’ ideology of the time:

55 Barthélemy Saint-Hilaire, ‘Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Hiouen-thsang’, 93: ‘Du règne d’Açoka, qu’on le place d’ailleurs cent ans ou trois cent ans après le Nirvāna du Bouddha, jusqu’au voyage de Hiouen-thsang, il y a près d’un millier d’années. Dans ce longue intervalle, il s’est passé, sans aucun doute, de très-graves événements dans l’Inde; mais il ne semble pas qu’aucun fût de nature à toucher le bouddhisme.’

56 On Cunningham, see Imam, Sir Alexander Cunningham, and Leoshko, Sacred Traces.

57 See particularly Cunningham, The Ancient Geography of India.
In describing the ancient geography of India, the elder Pliny, for the sake of clearness, follows the footsteps of Alexander the Great. For a similar reason, in the present proposed investigation [i.e. the archaeological exploration of Northern India], I would follow the footsteps of the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Tshang, who, in the seventh century of our era, traversed India from west to east and back again for the purpose of visiting all the famous sites of Buddhist history and tradition. In the account of his travels, although the Buddhist remains are described in most detail with all their attendant legends and traditions, yet the number and appearance of the Brahmanical temples are also noted, and the travels of the Chinese pilgrim thus hold the same place in the history of India, which those of Pausanias hold in the history of Greek.58

Cunningham’s approach set the tone for and the method of dealing with the Chinese travellers’ records. The records were now even more doomed to replace the lack or scarcity of equivalent information from the Indian sources and historical contexts. They are and were, as a consequence, never studied in their own right—that is, as Chinese texts in their Chinese context—and free from the preconception of being historically descriptive of things Indian (or Central-Asian). The archaeological success of Cunningham and others achieved with the help of first Julien’s and later Beal’s translation of the Datang Xiyu ji and the other Chinese records in their hands bound the text to the Indian soil. Although a historically critical approach to most other Buddhist sources has become the standard, in a certain way the Chinese travelogues were, in a way, denied their historical contexts and their Chinese-ness.59 They were therefore hardly scrutinized in and for their real historical value and according to modern criteria of higher text criticism and contextualisation. The historicity claimed for these texts starting around the middle of the nineteenth century when they were discovered fired back as they became, in a way, fossils without room for change in meaning and interpretation.

58 Cunningham, Four Reports, iv.
59 See, for example, Deeg, “Tis all Here”.
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